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Two-stream instability and oscillatory regimes induced in ballistic diodes
and field-effect transistors

Z. S. Gribnikov,a) N. Z. Vagidov, and V. V. Mitin
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan 48202

~Received 19 June 2000; accepted for publication 11 September 2000!

Two groups of current carriers naturally coexist in ballistic and quasiballistic diodes and field-effect
transistors~FETs!: ~1! traversing ballistic current carriers emitted by a source and absorbed by a
drain, and~2! nontraversing~nonparticipating in a current flow! carriers that are in equilibrium with
the drain carrier reservoir. Therefore, the convective two-stream instability develops in such diodes
and FETs with appropriate physical and geometrical parameters. It can result in oscillatory regimes.
In this article, we consider development of the two-stream instability inn1nn1 diodes with a doped
bulk n-base,n1nn1 diodes with a modulation dopedn-channel base, and also in diodes with a gated
n-channel base~that is in ballistic FETs! where a gate potential controls electron concentration in the
channel. Since oscillatory regimes in such devices are restricted by pair electron–electron
interaction between electrons belonging to the two different streams and participating in the
instability process, we suggest a new type FET with two paralleln channels. Current-carrying
electrons from the primary channel interact with slow electrons from the parallel additional channel
that simultaneously serves as a controlling gate for the primary channel. In this design, electron
streams participating in the two-stream instability are spatially separated, and their pair interaction
is suppressed. Along with analytic estimates, we present results of numerical simulations for the
ballistic FETs that prove the existence of oscillatory regimes in terahertz frequency ranges.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~00!01224-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Two-stream instability goes back to the well-known pi
neering work of Pierce.1 It appears both in gas discharg
plasmas1,2 and in solid state plasmas3,4 if they contain two
~or more than two! mobile components drifting with differ-
ent directional velocities. In the 1960s, the two-stream ins
bility in electron–hole plasma of bulk InSb was adjusted
the description ofK-band coherent microwave radiation~see
Refs. 5, 6 and references therein!. This generation takes
place in transverse magnetic fields of the Suhl configurat
Ryzhii and his co-authors7,8 first paid attention to the two
stream instability in ballistic and quasiballistic electron tran
port in short-basen1nn1 diodes. It is known7,9 that a bias
voltageV across such a diode forms in its base:~1! a spatial
charge region~SCR!, most of which is a depletion region
and ~2! a quasineutral region~QR! where negative electron
charges compensate positive donor charges~see Fig. 1!. A
length of the SCR,x1 , is determined by voltageV that drops
mainly across this region. A length of the QR,l 8> l 2x1 , is
determined in the main by base lengthl. This length cannot
be large because of the condition of ballisticity~or, at least,
quasiballisticity! of electron transport. If this condition i
well satisfied, electrons in the QR consist of two groups:~1!
traversing ballistic electrons with the energy of the order
eV and ~2! nontraversing electrons, which are in the qua
equilibrium with the drain~anode! electron reservoir. The
electrons of the first group are emitted by the source~cath-
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ode! and sped up by the electric field in the SCR. We assu
that the drain absorbs them without any reflection. The e
trons of the second group are emitted by the drain, and th
electrons come back after they reflect from the SCR~see Fig
1!. If the energyeV substantially exceeds a Fermi energy
the base electrons, directional velocities of electrons of
above-mentioned groups are substantially different. If
parabolic dispersion relation takes place for all of the co
sidered electron energies, concentrations of electrons of
groups in the QR are equal:n15n2 . If nonparabolicity oc-
curs, and the effective mass of the traversing electronsm1 is
greater than the effective mass of the nontraversing onesm2 ;
the number of the former exceeds the number of the lat
n1.n2 . For infinitely large~or negative! effective massm1

of the traversing electrons,9 only these traversing electron
are present in the QR:n250.

The two-stream instability is a result of collectiv
plasma oscillations of both electron groups. This instabi
can exist if both mentioned groups really do exist and plas
oscillations exist in each of these groups. This means
plasma frequencies in both groups must be sufficiently h

v1t1 ,v2t2@1. ~1!

Heret1 andt2 are the times of plasma oscillation dampin
in these groups, andv1 and v2 are the plasma frequencie
defined by the formula

v1,2
2 5e2n1,2/kDm1,2, ~2!

wherekD is the dielectric constant. An increase in conce
trationsn1,2 ~in order to raise the plasma frequenciesv1,2)
intensifies electron–electron interaction between electron
il:
6 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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different groups. This interaction does not cancel ballis
transport on the whole. But the strong intergroup electro
electron scattering cancels the existence of the two stre
and, as a result, the two-stream instability. To avoid destr
tion of the two-stream structure of an electron distributi
function, the strong inequality

l 8/v1!t12 ~3!

must be satisfied, wheret12 is the above-mentioned inter
group scattering time for the first group of electrons, andv1

is the velocity of these traversing electrons;v15A2eV/m1

for the parabolic dispersion case. Since the timet12 de-
creases with increasingn2 ~while the timet21 of scattering
the second group electrons on the first group electrons
creases with increasingn1), we cannot build up these con
centrations without hindrance.

The considered two-stream instability occurs for co
paratively small values of the productkv1 ~of wave number
k5uku into velocityv1) and, as a result, can be implement
in sufficiently long-base samples (l'p/kmax) at sufficiently
low voltages V. To increase the real values ofkmax, to
shorten the base lengths, and to raise voltageV ~in order to
upconvert frequencies!, we need to increase donor conce
trations in bulk bases. This leads to undesirable additio
electron scattering by ionized donors. To avoid this effe
planar channel bases with modulation doping can be u
instead of bulk bases. The special gate potential can prod
electrons in such channel bases if these bases are gate
fact, these gated channel base diodes are field-effect tra
tors ~FETs!. As it is well known, a drain current in ballistic
FETs ~as in ordinary nonballistic FETs! is saturated due to
the gate effect for high values ofV.Vs , whereVs is the
saturation voltage, and only traversing ballistic electrons
main in the current channel at the saturated regime. Th
fore the two-stream instability is impossible under the sa
ration, but it is possible atV,Vs ~as it was predicted in Refs
10 and 11!. The saturation thresholdVs also can be increase
by enhancement of electron concentration in the channel,
this enhancement is restricted by the intergroup electro
electron interaction as before.

The two-stream instability in wide ranges of voltag
and concentrations can be obtained using two-channel~or, in

FIG. 1. Two electron streams in the quasineutral region of ballisticn1nn1

diode. ~1! stream 1 ~traversing electrons!; ~2! stream 2 ~nontraversing
electrons!.
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more generalized case, multichannel! transistors instead o
those with a single gated channel. A two-channel transis
contains an additional parallel ballistic channel alongside
main current-conducting ballistic channel. These chann
are independently contacted. Therefore, voltages drop
across these channels are different, and electron velocitie
the QRs in both channels are also different. Two-stream
stability appears in this case due to electrostatic interac
of plasma oscillations in the neighboring channels. There
two advantages of the two-channel transistors over
single-channel prototypes.~1! The current saturation~and
existence of only hot traversing electrons! in the main chan-
nel does not exclude development of two-stream instab
due to the presence of the parallel second channel with q
siequilibrium ~standing or slowly moving! electrons. This
second channel is specially formed to carry the second e
tron stream withv2'0. ~2! Due to the spatial separation o
the streams in both channels, we can attenuate pair collis
between electrons belonging to different channels~that is,
intergroup electron–electron interaction! and not attenuate
interchannel interaction between plasma excitations w
small values ofk. As a result, we can avoid undesirab
electron mixing in the momentum space.

In this article, we obtain dispersion relationsv(k) for
excitations of quasineutral plasma, which consists of t
electron streams in the base QR of the ballisticn1nn1 di-
ode. We consider the following versions:~1! a homoge-
neously doped bulkn base;~2! a modulation doped plana
channeln base;~3! a gated channel~transistor! n base; and,
~4! a two-channel base with independently contacted
supplied channels. In the fourth case, one of the chan
serves as a current-conducting base, and the other cha
serves as a gate, participating in formation of the two-stre
instability and simultaneously controlling a conductivity
the first channel. In all of these cases we find ranges
existence of two-stream instability and its increments.

Real finite size~short! bases of ballisticn1nn1 diodes
and transistors limited byn1 contacts~and gates in the tran
sistors! are in fact certain microcavities for two-strea
plasma oscillations. These cavities select the most appro
ate oscillatory modes and globalize for them the initial co
vective instability. As a result, oscillations of diode or tra
sistor currents appear with a certain frequency or a cer
spectral composition. We consider these oscillatory regim
on the basis of the self-consistent solution of a ballistic
netic equation in the base~bulk, channel, and two-channe
structure! together with a Poisson equation in the same b
and in its vicinity. We show that the ballistic diodes an
FETs, with the bases of the above-mentioned types, can
oscillation generators, and generated frequencies move in
terahertz range with base shortening and carrier concen
tion increasing.

II. DISPERSION RELATIONS FOR BULK AND
UNGATED CHANNEL BASES

A. Homogeneous bulk bases

We consider a homogeneously doped neutral bulk reg
with only two types of electrons:~1! electrons with the mo-
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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mentum p1 directed along thex axis and with the corre-
sponding energy «15«(p1) and velocity v15v(p1)
5d«/dpup5p1

, and ~2! electrons with the momentump2

'0 and correspondingly«2'0 andv2'0. The neutrality of
the base means that the sum of electron concentration
constant,

n11n25nD , ~4!

where nD is the concentration of ionized donors, and t
electric field is absent

E52dV/dx50, ~5!

whereV(x) is the electric potential. In this region there is th
electric current with density

j 5 j 152ev1n1 ~6!

since j 2'0. The above-described two-stream presentation
the electron distribution function is legitimate if the re
spread of velocities and energies is small in comparison w
the velocity v1 and energy«1 , respectively. At least the
condition «1>eV@m, wherem is the Fermi energy in the
QR must be satisfied.

We present small nonstationary variations of concen
tions and other variables in the form of their Fourier comp
nents with the wave numberk:

n1,28 5n1,28 ~k!eikx2 iv(k)t ~7!

and so on. Generally speaking, the frequenciesv(k) are
complex numbers at real wave numbersk. We write out the
equations defining these primed values:

the Poisson equation

kDk2V8~k!5e@n18~k!1n28~k!#, ~8!

the equations of continuity of the streams

n1kp18~k!/m15@kv12v~k!#n18~k!, ~9!

n2kp28~k!/m252v~k!n28~k!, ~10!

and the Newton equations

@kv12v~k!#p18~k!5ekV8~k!, ~11!

2v~k!p28~k!5ekV8~k!. ~12!

To obtain Eqs. ~8!–~12! we use the relationsj 18(k)
52ev18(k)n12ev1n18(k); j 28(k)52ev28(k)n2 ; v18(k)
5d2«/dp2up5p1

•p18(k)5p18(k)/m(p1); v28(k)5p28(k)/
m(0); E8(k)52 ikV8(k); m15m(p1); m25m(0). The
dispersion relationv(k) that follows from Eqs.~8!–~12! has
the well-known form12

v1
2

~v~k!2kv !2
1

v2
2

v2~k!
51, ~13!

wherev5v1 andv1,2 are defined by Eq.~2!.
In the simplest and very important case of parabolic d

persion relation of electrons«(p)5p2/2m, we have m1

5m2 and simultaneouslyn15n25nD/2 in the QR~as it is
shown, for example, in Refs. 9 and 13!. Then, v1

25v2
2

5v0
2/2, wherev0

25e2nD /kDm, and the roots of Eq.~13! are
written in the form
Downloaded 29 Sep 2003 to 128.205.55.69. Redistribution subject to A
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v (1,2,3,4)~k!5~1/2!$kv6@k2v212v0
262~v0

4

12k2v2v0
2!1/2#1/2%. ~14!

The instability occurs ifk2v212v0
2,2(v0

412k2v2v0
2)1/2,

that is

ukvu,2v0 . ~15!

Note that this instability is always convective.12 The maxi-
mal increment takes place atukvu5A3/2v0 and is equal to
v0/2A2. If we assume that the longest wave mode allow
by the n base is the mode withkmax52p/l8, condition ~15!
transforms intov, l 8v0 /p and

V,enDl 82/2kDp2[Vth . ~16!

We can estimate the range ofVth . If nD5431016 cm23,
l 851025 cm, andkD512/(4p), then we obtainVth> 30
mV. Increase inVth by increasingl 8 is limited because of the
necessity of ballistic~or, at least, quasiballistic! transport.
The same reason does not allow us to raisenD ~because of
ionized-donor scattering and intergroup electron–elect
scattering!. We note thatVth does not depend on an electro
effective mass. The oscillation frequency attained in the c
sidered specific case is equal tof 5kv/2(2p)<v0/2p'1.5
THz, for the electron effective massm50.067m0 ~wherem0

is the free electron mass!.
Formula ~13! also shows that the instability does n

exist in the single component plasma consisting of only
ballistic carriers (n250, n15nD) where v (1,2)(k)5kv
6v1(p1). However, the situation changes substantially
the effective mass (]2«/]p2)p5p1

21 of the hot ballistic carriers

becomes negative. Then an increment of the rising plas
oscillations appears instead of their frequency

v (1,2)~k!5kv6 i uv1~p1!u. ~17!

This case is considered in detail in a number of our gro
articles beginning from Ref. 9~see Refs. 13 and 14!. These
oscillations increase with the same high increment for all
the values ofk. Therefore, the selection of the fundamen
mode is determined by correlation betweenx1 and l 8> l
2x1 , boundary conditions, and an external load. Since
instability appears in a single stream, the role of the int
group electron–electron scattering becomes less crucial.

B. Ungated n channel base

For a single ballisticn channel placed in a dielectri
medium, the dispersion equation of two-stream plasma os
lations ~in the limit of the very long QR! has the form

g1

~v~k!2vk!2
1

g2

v2~k!
5

1

uku
, ~18!

where g15g1(p1)5e2N1/2kDm(p1), g25g2(0)
5e2N2/2kDm(0), v5v15v(p1), whereN1 andN2 are the
sheet concentrations (cm22) of electrons of the first and sec
ond groups~i.e., traversing and nontraversing!. Equation~18!
is derived in Sec. III as the limiting case of the dispersi
equation for the gated channels. This equation relates by
same token both to nonquantized three dimensional~3D!
channel electrons and to the limiting quantum case when
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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of the electrons are in the lowest subband of size quant
tion. Equation~18! transforms into Eq.~13! as a result of the
replacements,g1,2uku5v1,2

2 . For the parabolic dispersion re
lation of the channel electrons (m15m25m) we have, as in
the case of the bulk base,N15N25ND/2, whereND is the
total sheet electron concentration, andg15g25g0/2, where
g05e2ND/2kDm. Then we obtain

v (1,2,3,4)~k!5~1/2!$kv6@ uku~ ukuv212g0

62~g0
212g0ukuv2!1/2!#1/2%. ~19!

The instability occurs atukuv2,4g0 . The maximal incre-
ment appears foruku5(11A2)g0 /v2. It is equal tog0/2v.
As in the previous case, we estimate the limiting size of
longest wave mode ask52p/ l 8. Thus,v2,2g0l 8/p and

V<eNDl 8/2pkD[Vth . ~20!

For ND5231011 cm22, l 851025 cm, andkD512/(4p),
we obtainVth550 mV. The oscillation frequency decreas
with an increase in the base length and increases with
increase in the concentration:f 5e(ND/4pkDml8)1/2. It is
equal to;2.6 THz for the aforementioned parameters a
m50.067m0 .

III. DISPERSION RELATIONS FOR GATED CHANNELS

A. General consideration

In this section we consider a gatedn channel. Metallic
gatesG1 andG2 are placed on both sides of the channel a
are isolated from the channel by dielectric barriers of wid
d1 andd2 ~Fig. 2!. Generally speaking, gate potentialsVG1

andVG2 differ from the potentialV of the channel QR. This
means that there exist some voltagesVG1,22V across the
dielectric barriers, which enhance or deplete the channel
Due to the gate action, current–voltage~I-V! characteristics
of the gated and ungated channels differ substantially fr
each other. In the bulk base and in the ungated chann
ballistic current never saturates~for a parabolic electron dis
persion relation! and increases withV as AV. For the bulk
base, we obtainu j u>enDAeV/2m. For the ungated channe
we must replaceu j u by uJu and nD by ND in this formula,
whereJ is the sheet current density in A cm21. With increas-
ing V, the gated channel becomes depleted more and m
because of negative differencesVG1,22V. Therefore, the
electron concentration in the QR decreases, but it decre

FIG. 2. Current channel between the gates of the gatedn1nn1 diode.
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only in the part of the nontraversing electrons, whose role
the channel is passive. The traversing electrons are cur
conducting, and their concentration in the QR must alwa
be finite. As a result, the current saturates at a finite valu
voltageV5Vs , with a finite concentration of traversing elec
trons N1 , and with zero nontraversing concentrationN2

50. In the saturated state of the gated QR, we deal w
single-stream plasma. ForV.Vs , the voltage excessV
2Vs drops across the new depletion region~the SCR-2! near
the drain. SinceN250 at the saturation, the two-stream in
stability is possible only forV,Vs . To determine concen
trationsN1 andN2 , which are not equal to each other in th
gated QR, we have to solve a 2D Poisson equation in
space between gatesG1 andG2 . We assume that the chann
width is negligibly small in comparison with the widthsd1

and d2 of the top and bottom dielectric barriers having t
dielectric constantskD1 andkD2 , respectively~Fig. 2!. The
Poisson equation

]Ex

]x
1

]Ey

]y
5~e/kDi !~ND2N!d~y!, i 51,2 ~21!

is solved in the SCR with the lengthx1 , where the entire
voltage V>V(x1) drops. In the SCR there exist only th
traversing electrons, that isN5N1 . The concentrationND in
Eq. ~21! determines the channel electron concentration
VG1,22V50. If a strong inequality,

x1@d1,2, ~22!

occurs, a potential distribution in the barriers is almost o
dimensional, and we can write:Ex>Ex(0)(d12y)/d1 for
d1.y.0 andEx>Ex(0)(d21y)/d2 for 0.y.2d2 , where
Ex(0) is the channel electric field (y50). As a result of
integration of both sides of Eq.~21! from 2d2 to d1 , we
obtain

1

2
~kD1d11kD2d2!

dEx~0!

dx

5e~ND2N1~x!!1
kD1

d1
~VG12V~x!!

1
kD2

d2
~VG22V~x!!. ~23!

Taking into account thatJ52ev(p)N1 analogously to Eq.
~6!, p5p(x), v(p)(dp/dx)52eEx(0)5e(dV(x)/dx), and
«(p)5eV(p)5eV(x), we rewrite Eq.~23! in the form

e

2
~kD1d11kD2d2!Ex~0!

dEx~0!

dx

5uJu2eND* v~p!S 122
«~p!

«A
D , ~24!

where ND* 5ND1(kD1VG1 /ed1)1(kD2VG2 /ed2), and «A

52e2ND* /@(kD1 /d1)1(kD2 /d2)#. Since the fieldEx(0) is
equal to zero in both the effective cathode (x'0) and the
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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border between the SCR and the QR,x5x1 , we obtain
uJup15eND* «(p1)(12«(p1)/«A) @as a result of integration
of Eq. ~24! between the limitsp(0)50 andp(x1)5p1], and

N15ND*
«~p1!

p1v~p1! S 12
«~p1!

«A
D . ~25!

On the other hand, since in the QREx(0)50, V(x)
on
io

is

am
w

on
E
th

Downloaded 29 Sep 2003 to 128.205.55.69. Redistribution subject to A
5V(x1)5«(p1)/e, and N5N11N2 , we obtainN5ND* (1
22«(p)/«A) @from Eq. ~23! with N instead ofN1 on the
right-hand side#; that is

N1 /N5
«~p1!

p1v~p1!
•

12«~p1!/«A

122«~p1!/«A
, ~26!
N2 /N5
12«~p1!/p1v~p1!2~«~p1!/«A!~22«~p1!/p1v~p1!!

122«~p1!/«A
. ~27!
ns
as

ic

olic
Until now, we have not specified the dispersion relati
«(p1) anywhere in this section. For the parabolic dispers
relation, formulas~26! and ~27! are simplified:

N1 /N5
1

2
•

12«~p1!/«A

122«~p1!/«A
;

N2 /N5
1

2
•

123«~p1!/«A

122«~p1!/«A
. ~28!

In this case the current is saturated atN250; that is at
«(p1)5«s5«A/3.

In the symmetric two-gate case, whend15d25d, kD1

5kD25kD , and VG15VG25VG , we obtain ND* 5ND

12kDVG /ed; «A5e2NDd/kD12eVG ; «s5eVs

5e2NDd/3kD12eVG/3. The saturated current density
equal to

Js5
4

3A3

kD

d S e

mD 1/2

~V1* !2/3,

whereV1* 5«A/2e5VG1eNDd/2kD .
In the limiting single-gate case whend15d, kD15kD,

VG15VG, and d2→`, we obtain ND* 5ND1kDVG/ed;
«A52e2NDd/kD12eVG; «seVs52e2NDd/3kD12eVG/3.
The saturated current density is equal to

Js5
2

3A3

kD

d S e

mD 1/2

~V2* !2/3,

whereV2* 5«A/2e5VG1eNDd/kD.
Now we go to the dispersion equation for the two-stre

plasma oscillations in the two-gate channel structure sho
in Fig. 2. We present small nonstationary variations of c
centrations and other variables in the form analogous to
~7!, and obtain the Poisson equation in the barriers in
form

kDiS 1

k2

d2V8

dy2
2V8D

52V8~0!d~y!S ĝ1~p1!

~v~k!2kv !2
1

ĝ2~0!

v2~k!
D , i 51,2,

~29!
n

n
-
q.
e

where ĝ1(p1)5e2N1 /m1 , ĝ2(0)5e2N2 /m2 , v5v(p1).
Equation~29! should be solved with the boundary conditio
V8(d1)5V8(2d2)50. The resulting dispersion equation h
the form

ĝ1

~v~k!2kv !2
1

ĝ2

v2~k!

5~kD1 tanh21 kd11kD2 tanh21 kd2!/k. ~30!

For the symmetric two-gate design (d15d25d, kD15kD2

5kD), Eq. ~30! is simplified to the form

g1

~v~k!2kv !2 1
g2

v2~k!
5

1

k tanhkd
, ~31!

whereg1,2 are the same as in Eq.~18!. For the limiting asym-
metric singlegate design (d15d, kD15kD , andd2→`), we
obtain the equation

g1

~v~k!2kv !2
1

g2

v2~k!
5

1

2k tanhkd
1

kD2

2kD1uku
, ~32!

which directly transforms into Eq.~18!, if kD25kD and d
→`.

If values ofd are finite, we must substitute the realist
values ofN1,2 into the expressions ofg1 andg2 . Recall that
N1,2 are now not equal to each other even for the parab
dispersion relation and are dependent onVG1,2 andV in the
QR.

B. Symmetric two-gate FET

Taking into account formulas~28! we can obtain Eq.
~31! for the parabolic dispersion relation in the form

~v~k!2kv !221v22~k!1z~~v~k!2kv !222v22~k!!

52/gk tanhkd, ~33!

wherez5eV/(«A22eV)5V/2(V1* 2V) and, as above,V1*
5VG1edND/2kD , eV5«(p1), andg5e2N/2kDm. We can
see that 0<z<1. The current saturation takes place atz
51. Equation~33! can be rewritten in a simpler form if we
introduce the new variable,

j5
v~k!

kv
2

1

2
,
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and take into account thatg/v251/4zd. Then we obtain

j42
1

2 S 11
1

2z* D j22
1

4

z

z*
j1

1

16S 12
1

z* D50, ~34!

wherez* 5zkd/tanhkd. In the actual casekd!1, we have
z* >z. In this case, the roots of Eq.~34! depend only on the
parameterz, and any dependence onk disappears from Eq
~34!. There exists the critical value of this parameter,zC

'0.767, which separates stable and unstable states o
considered FET. The instability forkd!1 occurs only atz
,zC , that is, for V,VC52zCV1* /(112zC)>0.6VG* . The
oscillation frequency rises proportionally toAV1* with in-
creasingV1* . Therefore, we obtain the additional possibili
to tune this frequency in wide ranges. The dependence
real and imaginary parts of complex roots of Eq.~34! on z
for kd!1 is shown in Fig. 3. We can see for ourselves t
an oscillation frequency~for a given value ofk! depends on
z insignificantly. But unlike the bulk base case~Sec. II A!
presented by the dispersion Eq.~13!, the instability in this
case is not convective but absolute. To show that, we rew
Eq. ~33! with the new designationsV5vd/v andk5kd

11z

~V2k!2
1

12z

V2
5

8z

k tanhk
~338!

and find its rootsk5k(V) for Im V5V9→`. At V8
5ReV50 , these roots are on the imaginary axis of t
k-plane (k5 ik9) and tend to the valuesk956p/2,
63p/2, . . . . With decreasingV9 these roots tend tok9
50 from both sides and block any possible shifts of t
integration contour, which initially coincided with the re
axis. This behavior of the contour is known to be a criteri
of the absolute instability.12,15

We will show in Sec. V that the above-mentioned abs
lute instability leads to stratification of the electron conce
tration in the current-conducting channel with forming qu
siperiodic distribution along the current direction.
distancesd are sufficiently small, this stratification does n
impede the development of quasiconvective instability in
stratified structure and the consequent appearance of cu
oscillation regimes.

FIG. 3. The real and imaginary parts of the complex roots of Eq.~34!.

Upper curve~1! Rej1
1
2; lower curve~2! Imj.
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C. Asymmetric single-gate FET

For the parabolic dispersion relation, Eq.~32! can be
obtained from Eq. ~33! as a result of replacemen
2/gk tanhkd→(1/g)@(1/ktanhkd)11/uku# with z5V/2(V2*
2V) andV2* 5VG1edND /kD . Taking into account that in
this caseg/v251/8zd, we can reduce the so transforme
equation to the form of Eq.~34! with replacement ofz* by
z** 5zkd(11tanhukud)/tanhkd. For kd!1, we havez**
>z, and the asymmetric FET case is reduced to the prev
case of the symmetric FET.

IV. TWO-STREAM INSTABILITY IN PARALLEL
CHANNELS

Up to now, we have exploited the mechanism of t
two-stream instability based on different behavior of ballis
electrons emitted by the cathode and anode. The form
which are the traversing electrons, gain a sufficiently h
velocity in the SCR, while the latter can be considered co
pletely immobile. We have assumed that ballistic electro
interact very weakly not only with phonons, impurities, a
imperfections but also with each other. That is, we have
sumed that each of two above-mentioned electron gro
moves independently. Numerous investigations of electro
electron interaction in bulk samples~see Ref. 16 and refer
ences therein! and in 2D electron-gas samples17–22show that
we can count on large timest12 of intergroup interaction
only in the cases of:~1! low electron concentrations, and~2!
low voltagesV in the QR~and correspondingly small ene
gies of traversing electrons!. To avoid this strong interaction
we must spatially separate the above-mentioned two elec
groups~similar to separation of electrons in the channels a
donors in the barriers in modulation-doped structures!. The
electron–electron interaction between the carriers in para
current channels was studied in due time very intensiv
both theoretically23–25 and experimentally.26–28 The devices
that were considered in these works are just the two-cha
FETs ~with the exception of the transport ballisticity in th
channels!. The ‘‘theoretical’’ dependence of interchann
momentum scattering timetD on the distanced ~see Fig. 4!
is tD

21;d24. For d'20 nm,tD'tm/1000, wheretm is the
relaxation time defining electron mobilities in the channel28

~that is, there aretD
21>107– 108 s21 for liquid helium tem-

peratures!.

FIG. 4. Two-channel design of then1nn1-ballistic FET.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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The above-mentioned separation allows us to explo
working regime when only~or mainly! traversing electrons
are present in the current-conducting channel 1~Fig. 4!. This
regime is a saturation regime. The second electron stream~of
nontraversing electrons! is suggested to take place in the a
ditional parallel channel 2 having some potential relative
the QR of channel 1. We need to select this potential so
the electron concentrations in the channelsN1 and N2 are
approximately equal to each other in the saturation regi
The distance between the channels must be much sm
than the QR lengthl 8 in order to develop the two-stream
instability with participation of electrons of both channe
Each of the channels contains only one of the two particip
ing streams. A summary doping determines a summary c
centration of electronsN11N2 , while the potential of chan-
nel 2 redistributes these electrons between the channels.
is, channel 2 simultaneously plays two roles:~1! the con-
tainer of the second electron stream, and~2! the controlling
gate.

The simplest dispersion equation describing the con
ered two-channel structure can be obtained for a perio
system of alternating channels 1 and 2 equally spaced~at
distanced from each other!. This equation has the form

g11

~v~k!2kv !2
1

g121g2

v2~k!

5
tanhkd

k H 11
k2g2

v2~k!
F g11

~v~k!2kv !2
1

g12

v2~k!
G J ,

~35!

where g11,125e2N11,12/2kDm1 , g25e2N2/2kDm2 , N11 and
N12 are concentrations of traversing and nontraversing e
trons in channel 1, respectively:N111N125N1 , N1,2 are the
electron concentrations (cm22) in channels 1 and 2, respec
tively ~for the QRs!!, m1andm2 are effective masses in chan
nels 1 and 2, andv is a traversing electron velocity in chan
nel 1. If we assume thatg25` in Eq. ~35!, we obtain the
dispersion Eq.~32! ~but with new designations for electro
concentrations!. In the saturation regime,g1250 and g11

5g1 . This saturation regime occurs if a potential of the Q
in channel 1 is equal toVs15eND1d/3kD12VG/3. Then we
obtain in the QR

N15~1/3!ND11~2/3!~kD/ed!VG,

N25ND21~2/3!ND12~2/3!~kD/ed!VG , ~36!

whereVG is the biasing potential of channel 2 relative to t
cathode~source! of channel 1,ND1,2 are electron concentra
tions in channels 1 and 2, respectively, for zero voltag
VA5VG50. We assume that all of the donors supplyi
electrons to the channels are ionized, and all of the elect
supplied by these donors are found only in the conside
channels. AtVG5VG05(ed/kD)(3ND21ND1)/4 concentra-
tions N1 and N2 are equal to each other. For the initial
symmetric channels (ND15ND25ND), this symmetry can
be restored in the saturation regime only at the single bia
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potentialVG5edND /kD . Since the concentrationsN1,2 are
non-negative, the limits ofVG variations are determined b
inequalities

2edND1/2kD,VG,ed~3ND212ND1!/2kD . ~37!

In this range, the saturation voltageVs1 in channel 1 varies
within the limits: 0,Vs1,ed(ND11ND2)/kD . Instead of
g1,2, we introduce two new parameters:g1,25ḡ6dg. If ef-
fective masses are the same (m1,25m), the value ofḡ is
determined by the summary donor concentration:ḡ5e2(N1

1N2)/4kDm5e2(ND11ND2)/4kDm, and dg is controlled
by the potentialVG : dg5e2(N12N2)/4kDm5eVG/3dm
2e2(ND21ND1/3)/4kDm. Thus Eq.~35! can be rewritten in
the form

j42
1

2 S 11
1

2z D j22
dg

4ḡ

1

z
j

1
1

16S 12
1

z D2S 12S dg

ḡ
D 2D S kd*

8z D 2

50, ~38!

wherej5v(k)/kv21/2 is the same as in Eq.~34!, but now
z5d* k2v2/8ḡ, d* tanh5 kd/k. For kd!1 we obtain d*
>d, andz5kDk2dVs1 /e(ND11ND2). Taking into account
the above-mentioned limits of varyingVs1 , we have: 0,z
,k2d2. Equation~38! has very simple solutions for the spe
cific casedg50 and forkd!1. For dg50, we obtain the
two-stream instability ifkd,1.6715. If k2d2!1 ~that is, if
z!1), Eq. ~38! is reduced to the form

j21
dg

ḡ
j1

1

4
1

1

8 S 12
dg

ḡ D50 ~39!

and has complex roots for all of the values ofdg. As a result,
we obtain

v~k!5kAḡdA12~dg/ḡ!2~A12dg/ḡ6 iA3/21dg/ḡ!.

~40!

The maximal frequency occurs not fordg50 but for
dg521/3. This maximal frequency does not noticeably e
ceedkAḡd.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR FETS

In Secs. II–IV, we have considered the dispersion eq
tions, which describe the development of the small conc
tration and electrical potential fluctuations in the QRs
several versions of ungated and gated ballistic devices.
dispersion relations, obtained from these equations, allow
to reveal unstable distributions and predict oscillatory
gimes. In this section we take the next step and cons
some results of numerical simulations in gated ballistic b
channels~that is, in FETs!. These results give evidence o
the two-stream instability globalization and self-organizati
of oscillatory regimes in high-frequency short-circuite
FETs. Specifically, we simulate the asymmetric single-g
structures and specify drain and gate potentials relative to
source but we exclude any load elements in both the dra
source and the gate–source loops. This means that the
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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sidered oscillatory regimes are incompletely optimize
What is more, in some cases when the above-mentio
globalization is not reached, it can be obtained by selectin
certain optimal reactive load.

The FETs are subjects of special interest to us beca
the gates transform the appearing instability into the abso
form. This absolute instability does not lead directly to a
oscillatory regimes. But on the other hand, we have alre
had some results of studying the two-stream instability
FETs,13 and they undoubtedly demonstrate oscillatory
gimes.

In Fig. 5, we demonstrate drain currentsJ versus drain–
source voltagesV for three short FET ‘‘samples’’ with chan
nel lengthsl 50.175, 0.15, and 0.125mm. Gate lengths are
shorter:l G50.8l 50.14, 0.12 and 0.1mm, respectively. The
channel electron gas is two-dimensional and has a high
tial concentrationN5ND1kDVG /ed, whereND5431011

cm22, VG530 mV, andd516 nm. The source and drai
contacts are asymmetrical:mS50.06 eV, mD50.015 eV,
wheremS,D are the Fermi energies of electrons that ente
the channel from the source and the drain, respectively.
electron effective mass is equal tom50.067m0 , wherem0 is
the free electron mass. Electron conductivity in the barrier
assumed to be absent. All the other details of the simula
procedure are the same as in the previous work13 devoted to
ballistic FETs with negative-effective-mass carriers in t
channel. We see in Fig. 5 that the voltage sections of cur
oscillations are wider for longer bases and narrower
shorter bases, and current oscillation amplitude is greate
longer bases. But an oscillation frequency is higher jus
shorter bases. These results correspond completely to
well-known general tendency but they cannot be predicte
the above-described picture of instability based on the
tended QR.

Distributions of electron concentration and electric p
tential in the base of thel 50.175mm sample are depicted i
Fig. 6 for three values ofV510, 47, and 64 mV. The small
est value corresponds to the lower boundary of the osc

FIG. 5. JV characteristics with oscillatory sections for three short FETs w
different channel lengths:~a! l 50.175 mm; ~b! l 50.15 mm; ~c! l 50.125
mm.
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tion interval, the greatest one corresponds to the up
boundary, and the intermediate value corresponds to
maximal oscillation amplitude. We can make sure that
QR does really occupy a substantial part of the gated b

FIG. 6. Distributions of electron concentrationN(x) ~a! and electric poten-
tial V(x) ~b! for three values of the drain-source voltageV: ~1! V510 mV;
~2! V547 mV; ~3! V564 mV; l 50.175mm @sample~a! in Fig. 5#.
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section. The concentration and potential oscillations con
the additional~intermediate! node atxN50.063 mm along
with the boundary nodes at the source and the drain. It se
that this intermediate node separates the gated space int
source–gate current and the drain–gate current zones.

Some quasiperiodic concentration nonmonotonicit
~QCNs! attract our attention in the concentration distrib
tions in Fig. 6. They take place in stationary pictures~before
and after oscillation regimes! and in nonstationary picture
~during these oscillations!. These QCNs are incompletel
stable: their positioning and periodicity are sensitive to d
ferent details of the numerical procedure~for example, to
mesh sizes in real and momentum spaces!. However, we can-
not remove these nonmonotonicities completely. To stu
evolution of such QCNs, we have ‘‘prepared’’ a spec
sample (l 50.2 mm! with a heavy doping (ND5531011

cm22) and a wide barrier between the channel and the g
(d548 nm!. The current in this sample saturates at very h
voltages. The concentration distributions in this sample
shown in Fig. 7. For several values ofV ~beginning withV
50.25 V and right up to 1.0 V!, stable distributions in the
form of wide and deep strata appear. Unlike the small str
fication in Fig. 6, this stratification has not been subjected
the influence of the above mentioned details of the numer
procedure. It is accompanied by stationary current osc
tions depending on the drain–source voltageV. There ap-
pears theI–V characteristic with repeated negative differe
tial conductivity sections without any marks of high
frequency current oscillations. We suppose that the pictur
concentration stratification shown in Fig. 7 is a result of t
development of the absolute instability mentioned in S
III B. This very pronounced stratification blocks any pos
bility of a high-frequency oscillatory regime. We also su
pose that the small stratification ripples in Fig. 6 are cau
by the same absolute instability. In this case, the concen

FIG. 7. Quasiperiodic concentration nonmonotonicities in the FET wit
heavily doped channel and a wide gate-channel barrier;VG530 mV, V
50.25 V ~1!; 0.27 V ~2!; 0.3 V ~3!; 0.35 V ~4!; 0.42 V ~5!; 0.53 V ~6!; 0.63
V ~7!; 0.75 V ~8!; 1.0 V ~9!; 1.4 V ~10!; 1.75 V ~11!.
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tion distributions are very multivalued and determined
small inner inhomogeneities~including the ones contributed
by the numerical digital procedure!. Such small stratification
does not impede development of the convective instab
and the oscillatory regime formation. We can see this proc
in Fig. 6. This means that the oscillatory regimes are poss
if the stratification is not very pronounced.

To complete the picture, we mention that we have
peatedly observed small concentration stratification un
our numerous simulations of the two-stream instability d
velopment in various structures, which are not describ
here. This small stratification occurs not only in gate-bas
channels but also in ungated-channel-based structures a
bulk-based diodes. As a rule, such small stratification occ
either in short bases or in short contact-adjacent section
longer bases. The concept of absolute and convective in
bility introduced for infinite medium becomes invalid i
these cases.

A frequency of oscillations generated as a result of
two-stream instability in the FET can be tuned in a wi
range by the gate potential. In Fig. 8 we demonstrate a t
fold increase in oscillation frequency due to enhancing g
potential VG for the sameV. This increase can be stil
greater in other samples.

The numerical results presented here are of model na
and aim to describe the qualitative picture of two-stream
stability development in the short bases with ballistic ele
tron transport. The specified simulation of possible terahe
generators requires detailed estimation of realistic range
the base doping, length, and the voltagesVG andV.

a

FIG. 8. Gate potential control of an oscillation frequency for the ballis
FET with parameters:l 50.35 mm, l G50.28 mm, ND5231011 cm22,
mF

(S)50.035 eV,mF
(D)50.0175 eV. Other parameters are the same as in

samples in Fig. 5.~a! VG andV vs timet; ~b! J vs timet; numbers under the
curve in ~b! show oscillation frequency in THz.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have shown above that without fast electro
electron mixing in the momentum space, ballistic electr
transport leads to a two-stream electron distribution funct
in short diode and FET bases. In its turn, the two-stre
distribution function induces two-stream instability, due to
strong interaction of plasma oscillations in each of t
streams. We have considered dispersion relationsv(k) of
small two-stream plasma oscillations for the bulk, unga
channel, gated channel~FET!, and two-channel bases~in the
cold stream approximation!. The instability of stationary
streams is shown in all of these cases. The instability is c
vective for the extended bulk and ungated-channel bases
absolute for the gated-channel~FET! bases. Despite the in
dicated distinction, the completed numerical simulatio
have displayed oscillatory regimes for all these cases.
can present two nonconflicting explanations of this pheno
enon.~1! The absolute instability only leads to a small-sca
stratification, which cannot impede the development o
large-scale convective instability in a small-scale-stratifi
medium. ~2! Some of our numerical simulations are com
pleted for bases that are too short, and categories of the
solute and convective instabilities are not justified in the
bases.

Devices based on two-stream instability have several
ticeable advantages in comparison with the negat
effective-mass~NEM! diodes and FETs, considered in Re
13, 14, and 29 and suggested as terahertz range gener
All of the NEM mechanisms are specific and cause ad
tional technology problems@p-type quantum well~QW!,13,14

asymmetric double QW,30 combinedGX-QW,30 etc#. Two-
stream instability does not require any peculiarities in
electron dispersion relation. It can develop in both 2D a
3D electron gases. Specifically, electrons in quasitriang
modulation-doped single-heterojunction QWs are well s
able for this aim.~Note that in this case maximal mobilit
and mean free path can be reached.! But two-stream insta-
bility is very sensitive to pair electron–electron interacti
between the streams. We cannot boost an electron con
tration because scattering timet12 decreases asn22 for bulk
bases and as (N2 ln N)21 for channels with 2D electron
gas.16–18This inability to increase the concentration does n
allow shortening of the base length. We also cannot incre
the accelerated stream velocity because scattering timet12

decreases with increase in this velocity. This means that
hopes of adapting the two-stream instability to sufficien
high temperatures (@10– 20 K! are illusive. ~Note in this
connection, that the NEM mechanism is indifferent to p
electron–electron interaction. Adaptation of the NEM ins
bility for elevated temperatures is limited by the absence
real NEM mechanisms with the NEM section energy grea
than 0.03–0.05 eV!.

As we have noted in Secs. I and IV, the pair electro
electron interaction can be significantly suppressed by sp
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separation of the streams into two independent channels.
of these channels~for example, the channel withv50) could
contain a hole gas. Such a two-channel structure is simila
the device described in Ref. 27. In this case a voltage ac
the interchannel barrier enhances carrier concentration
both channels simultaneously~instead of the electron redis
tribution considered in Sec. IV!. As a result, the voltage con
trol can be much more effective in comparison with the ca
of channels of the same type of conductivity.
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